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The Grace of God Dec 11 2020 ôGrace. ItÆs what we crave most when our guilt
is exposed. ItÆs the very thing we are hesitant to extend when we are
confronted with the guilt of othersùespecially when their guilt has robbed
us of something we consider valuable. Therein is the struggle, the struggle
for grace. ItÆs this struggle that makes grace more story than doctrine.
ItÆs the struggle that reminds us that grace is bigger than compassion or
forgiveness. That struggle is the context for both. When we are on the
receiving end, grace is refreshing. When it is required of us, it is often
disturbing. But when correctly applied, it seems to solve just about
everything. This struggle is not new; it has been going on since the
beginning.ö ùAndy Stanley We find in the pages of Scripture that the stories
found there often mirror our own stories, and that we too need the very

thing we do not deserve: the grace of God. From the beginning, the church
has had an uneasy relationship with grace. The gravitational pull is always
toward graceless religion. The odd thing is that when you read the New
Testament, the only thing Jesus stood against consistently was graceless
religion. The only group he attacked relentlessly was graceless religious
leaders. Even now as you think about grace, there might be a little voice in
your head whispering, ôIt canÆt be that easy!ö ôWhat about obedience?ö ôWhat
about disobedience?ö ôWhat about repeated misbehavior?ö ôWhat about bad
habits?ö ôWhat about justice?ö ôWhat about repentance?ö ItÆs this tension
that makes grace so slippery. But thatÆs the beauty and the truth of grace.
We donÆt deserve it. We canÆt earn it. It canÆt be qualified. But God gives
it to us anyway because he loves us unconditionally. The story of grace is
your story. And as you are about to discover grace plays a larger role than
you imagine.
Up to You Jun 28 2022 You Can Have the Life You Want You’re on the brink of
life! Sure, you’ve had one for a while now, but the teen years are the prime
time to define the rest of your life. But how, realistically, can you secure
a regretless future in the face of so many major, life-changing decisions?
Now, by asking just one simple question, you’ll make the best decision every
time. And a bright future—one with no lumps in your throat, sinking
sensations in your chest, or weight on your shoulders—will be yours! From
dating dilemmas to career aspirations, you can confidently chart a
successful course in every area of your life. But no one else will do it for
you. It’s entirely up to you. Yesterday You made a choice. Today It’s no big
deal. Tomorrow You’re wondering, What was I thinking?! Now, by asking just
one simple question, you can avoid regret before it defines your life. This
powerful question will enable you to navigate your way to the life you’ve
always wanted. Many consider this the best question ever. You are about to
find out why! It’s your life. And life is full of choices. What kind of
choices will you make? It’s up to you! Story Behind the Book After
continually making decisions that were short-sighted and hasty, Andy Stanley
sought counsel. In Ephesians 5:15 he read, “Be very careful, then, how you
live—not as unwise but as wise.” It was there that Andy discovered what he
considers to be the best question ever, and it is presented here in this
book for teen readers. The goal is for the younger generation to grasp the
power of this question, and as they face major (and minor) life decisions,
they will make them with confidence. As they move forward making sound
decisions every time, they’ll guarantee themselves a future with no regrets!
How Good Is Good Enough? Jun 24 2019 Special 6-pack, ideal for church
giveaways, welcome packets or small group distribution. Surely there's more
than one way to get to heaven? Bestselling author Andy Stanley addresses
this popular belief held even among Christians. But believing that all good
people go to heaven raises major problems, Stanley reveals. Is goodness not
rewarded, then? Is Christianity not fair? Maybe not, he says. Readers will
find out why Jesus taught that goodness is not even a requirement to enter
heaven - and why Christianity is beyond fair. Andy Stanley leads believers
and skeptics alike to a grateful awareness of God's enormous grace and
mercy. 6 pack of Paperback books.
Seven Practices of Effective Ministry Apr 02 2020 There’s no scoreboard in
the sanctuary, and the only plate is probably for the offering. But every

church leader needs to know how to win, and every congregation needs to know
when to cheer. This insightful book speaks to every church leader who yearns
for a simpler, more effective approach to ministry. An engaging parable
about one overwhelmed pastor is followed by an overview of seven successful
team practices, each one developed and applied in a ministry setting.
Reinforced by relevant discussion questions, these clear, easy, and
strategic practices can turn any ministry into a winning team. Your ministry
is perfectly designed to produce the results you are currently experiencing.
If you are satisfied with those results, you don’t need this book. If not,
it’s time for a change. Like your own personal trainer, 7 Practices of
Effective Ministry is an insightful guide for any leader who yearns for a
simpler, more effective approach to ministry. Here are seven strategic
principles that when put into play will bring focus and clarity to
everything you do and turn your ministry into a winning team. Story Behind
the Book Looking for ways to help pastors faced with hectic lives and
depleted resources, Andy Stanley, Reggie Joiner, and Lane Jones decided to
write a parable about the complicated life of a local pastor. Rather than
come straight at those in ministry with formulas and lists, they engage
readers in an effort to have them identify with the character. “For many
years, I practiced and taught church growth. What I have witnessed as a
member at North Point takes church growth to a whole new level. Andy and his
team communicate principles that will add value to you and the church you
love.” -John C. Maxwell, founder, The INJOY Group “Every professional
athlete recognizes the value of solid coaching. The best are always working
to get better. From what I’ve seen at North Point, these seven practices can
improve the game of any church in America.” -John Smoltz, Cy Young Awardwinning pitcher “The practices covered in this book are down-to-earth,
practical, and come from real difference-makers who know what church
leadership is all about. Andy, Reggie, and Lane have definitely hit the ball
out of the park with the 7 Practices of Effective Ministry.” -Ed Young, Jr.,
senior pastor, Fellowship Church
Five Things God Uses to Grow Your Faith Participant's Guide Sep 19 2021
Five Things God Uses to Grow Your Faith, by Andy Stanley is an exciting
small group bible study that establishes the biblical case for five things
God uses to grow an unshakable faith in you.Imagine how different your
outlook on life would be if you had absolute confidence that God was with
you. Imagine how differently you would respond to difficulties, temptations,
and even good things if you knew with certainty that God was in all of it
and was planning to leverage it for good.In other words, imagine what it
would be like to have PERFECT faith. In this new small group bible study,
Andy Stanley builds a biblical case for five things God uses to grow BIG
faith.This Participant Guide is filled with helpful discussion starters,
video overviews, a helpful Leader's Guide and much more. It's designed to be
used with the companion Five Things God Uses to Grow Your Faith DVD (sold
separately). When used together they provide a powerful catalyst for
spiritual growth.Sessions include: 1. Big Faith 2. Practical Teaching 3.
Providential Relationships4. Private Disciplines5. Personal Ministry 6.
Pivotal Circumstances
Why in the World Participant's Guide May 16 2021 In this four-session video
Bible study, bestselling author and pastor Andy Stanley takes a closer look

at one of the unique things Christians believe: God became one of us. Why in
the world would God do that? Why would God leave the comfort and recognition
of heaven to live on this ball of dirt in a time before morphine and indoor
plumbing when the best of conditions barely paralleled the worst of modernday conditions? Why? We think we know why He died. But what compelled him to
live as one of us?
Taking Care of Business Study Guide May 28 2022 What Does the Boss Have to
Say? Work. For most people, it’s a necessity. For some, it’s a passion. And
for others, it’s a four-letter word to be avoided as much as possible. In
this DVD and accompanying study guide from North Point Resources, readers
will come to grasp the one perspective on work that really matters: God’s.
He ordained it and He laid out specific guidelines enabling workers to
achieve maximum success and fulfillment. In each session, Andy Stanley
offers insights on common, specific problem areas people have, from dealing
with coworkers and superiors, to boldly living the Christian faith, to
balancing work and family. Your Guide from 9:00 to 5:00 Work. For most
people, it’s a necessity. For some, it’s a passion. And for others, it’s a
four-letter word to be avoided when possible. But for all of us, only one
perspective on work really matters: God’s. He ordained it and He laid out
specific guidelines for us to achieve maximum success and fulfillment while
on the job. Designed for small group or personal use, this companion study
guide to the Taking Care of Business DVD addresses specific problem areas
we’re all familiar with—from dealing with coworkers and superiors while
exemplifying Christ, to balancing our work and home life. This study guide
is complete with a leader’s guide and six lessons, including easy-to-do
exercises and discussion questions. Story Behind the Book A new addition to
the North Point Resources brand group from a series taught by Andy Stanley
at North Point Community Church .
Overwhelmed Oct 01 2022 Stressed out? Anxious? Overwhelmed? Good
news—you’re not alone! No one ever said life was going to be easy. Between
financial struggles, marital issues, health scares, and the regular, run-ofthe-mill problems of everyday life, it’s easy to feel weighed down and
trapped by your circumstances. In times like these, it’s tempting to just
throw in the towel and quit. Well, don’t do it! Perry Noble has stood at the
edge of the abyss himself, and in Overwhelmed, he shares the keys to
unlocking the chains of anxiety and despair once and for all. Building on
the premise that when we shift our focus from our circumstances to Christ,
everything changes, Perry walks readers through a life-altering plan for
overcoming stress, worry, depression, and anxiety so we can be free to enjoy
the abundant, joy-filled lives we were created for. God knows we’re
frustrated. He knows we’re tired. He knows we’re struggling. But He also
knows how things are going to turn out. He is greater than anything you are
going through . . . so don’t give up on God. After all, He’s never given up
on you.
The Perry Noble Collection: Unleash! / Overwhelmed Aug 31 2022 This
collection bundles two of Perry Noble’s popular titles together in one ebook, for a great value! Unleash! Why is it that we trust Jesus with our
salvation but never fully trust him with our lives? God longs to unleash his
full measure of power in our lives to fill us with passion and purpose. But
too often the things of our past—fear, anger, bitterness, worry and

doubt—hold us back. Rather than focusing on the reality of who Christ is and
what he has done for us, we allow ourselves to be identified by all the
things we aren’t. But we are not who our past says we are, and we are not
who the enemy says we are. We are who God and his Word say that we are.
Pastor Perry Noble challenges all followers of Christ to make a bold move by
fully embracing the exciting adventure God has called us to. Are you ready
to unleash all the life he has created you to live? Join Perry on this
journey as he digs into the major barriers holding people back and shows how
Jesus calls and equips his followers to experience a life most of us never
dreamed possible. Overwhelmed Stressed out? Anxious? Overwhelmed? Good
news—you’re not alone! No one ever said life was going to be easy. Between
financial struggles, marital issues, health scares, and the regular, run-ofthe-mill problems of everyday life, it’s easy to feel weighed down and
trapped by your circumstances. In times like these, it’s tempting to just
throw in the towel and quit. Well, don’t do it! Perry Noble has stood at the
edge of the abyss himself, and in Overwhelmed, he shares the keys to
unlocking the chains of anxiety and despair once and for all. Building on
the premise that when we shift our focus from our circumstances to Christ,
everything changes, Perry walks readers through a life-altering plan for
overcoming stress, worry, depression, and anxiety so we can be free to enjoy
the abundant, joy-filled lives we were created for. God knows we’re
frustrated. He knows we’re tired. He knows we’re struggling. But He also
knows how things are going to turn out. He is greater than anything you are
going through . . . so don’t give up on God. After all, He’s never given up
on you.
Faith, Hope, and Luck Participant's Guide Feb 10 2021 Through this fivesession small group Bible study, Hope, Faith and Luck, Andy Stanley unpacks
the power of faith and the need for maintaining your confidence in Jesus
Christ amid the ups and downs of daily life.Our faith in God often hinges on
his activity---or inactivity---in our daily experiences. Sure, faith soars
when our prayers are answered. When God's presence appears in an
unmistakable way, our confidence in him is boosted. But when he doesn't come
through, our confidence often wanes.It doesn't have to be that way
though---and it's not supposed to be that way!This five-session small group
study is guaranteed to transform your thinking about FAITH. As you listen or
watch you will discover the difference between faith and hope. You will be
presented with a definition of FAITH that will shed new light on both the
Old and New Testaments.Andy explains what we can expect of God every time we
come to him with a request. In addition, he exposes the flaws in what some
have labeled The Faith Movement. Faith, Hope, and Luck is not just another
group study. This content is foundational for everyone who desires to be an
informed, active follower of Christ.This Participant Guide is filled with
helpful discussion starters, video overviews, a helpful Leader's Guide and
much more. It's designed to be used with the companion Faith, Hope and Luck
DVD (sold separately). When used together they provide a powerful catalyst
for spiritual growth.Sessions include: 1. Better Odds 2. Betting on Hope 3.
Beating the Odds 4. No Dice 5. All In
Am I Good Enough? Mar 26 2022 In this updated edition of the bestselling
book, teen readers find out why Jesus taught that goodness is not even a
requirement to enter heaven - and why Christianity is beyond fair.

Parenting Jan 24 2022 From North Point Ministries founders and married
couple Andy and Sandra Stanley comes Parenting: Getting It Right, a faithbased parenting guide for our times, one that honestly explores the
challenges and distinct stages of raising children, while equipping and
inspiring parents to lead their families with confidence and grace.
Creating Community Jun 16 2021 Five keys to building a small group culture
that fosters meaningful, lasting connections within your church community.
Small groups are the key to impacting lives in your church. But a healthy
small-group environment doesn’t just happen. So pull up a chair. Let’s talk
about how to make it happen. Bill Willits and bestselling author Andy
Stanley share their successful approach, which has resulted in nearly eight
thousand adults becoming involved in small groups at North Point Community
Church in Atlanta. Simply put, the five principles have passed the test.
This is not just another book about community; this is a book about
strategy—strategy that builds a small group culture. Creating Community
shares clear and simple principles to help people connect into meaningful
relationships. The kind that God desires for each of us and that He uses to
change our lives. Put this proven method to work in your ministry and enjoy
the tangible results—God’s people doing life TOGETHER. “The small-group
program at North Point Community Church is not an appendage; it is not a
program we tacked on to an existing structure. It is part of our lifestyle.
We think groups. We organize groups. We are driven by groups. Creating
Community contains our blueprint for success. And I believe it has the
potential power to revolutionize your own small-group ministry!” — Andy
Stanley
Parenting Study Guide Plus Streaming Video Jul 06 2020 Trusted Christian
leaders Andy and Sandra Stanley offer their own parenting story and hardearned wisdom as they outline a path forward that will equip and inspire
parents to lead their families with confidence and grace.
Visioneering Apr 26 2022 Lift Your Vision High Vision is a preferred
future. A destination. Vision always stands in contrast to the world as it
is. Visioneering, according to bestselling author Andy Stanley, is “a clear
mental picture of what could be, fueled by the conviction that it should
be.” With warm, down-to-earth practicality, Andy Stanley explores the
ordinary life of Nehemiah and his God-given vision for accomplishing the
extraordinary. He shows how the life of this great ancient visionary,
determined to rebuild the ruined walls of Jerusalem, reveals principles that
can prepare us to find and follow God’s multifaceted vision for our own
lives. Now this bestseller is again available in an attractive, affordable
paperback! Everybody ends up somewhere in life. You can end up somewhere on
purpose! Visioneering is the engineering of a vision. It’s the process one
follows to develop and maintain vision. “Vision,” writes Andy Stanley , “is
a clear mental picture of what could be, fueled by the conviction that it
should be.” In the bestselling Visioneering, Stanley builds a compelling
case for the necessity of a clear, God-ordained vision for each of the roles
of your life. Whether you’re a parent with a vision for your children or a
CEO pursuing a corporate vision, Visioneering is the perfect tool to help
you develop and maintain God’s unique purpose for your life.
Your Move Participant's Guide Mar 14 2021 In this four-session small group
Bible study (DVD/digital video sold separately), Andy Stanley unpacks four

questions that will help you make sound decisions with God's help.
Throughout our lives, we're confronted with decisions we never anticipated
having to make - relational, career, financial, parenting - the list goes on
and on. The complicate matters further the timeframe for making a decision
is often short and our options limited. But regardless, a decision needs to
be made. So what do you do when it's your move and you aren't sure what to
do? Follow Andy as he teaches how every decision and its outcome become a
permanent part of your story, what to do when you feel the need to pause
before taking action, and how to make more of this life by making sound
decisions. This Participant Guide includes discussion questions, video
overview, space for taking notes, and a helpful Leader's Guide. When used
with the companion Your Move DVD (sold separately) it works as a powerful
catalyst for spiritual growth. Sessions include: Really The Story of Your
Life Pay Attention to the Tension Passing It On Designed for use with the
Your Move Video Study (sold separately).
How Good Is Good Enough Nov 09 2020
Defining Moments Study Guide Oct 09 2020 Face the Truth Life is full of
defining moments. Like landmarks on a road map, these moments mark key
points along your life’s journey. A defining moment happens when you come
face-to-face with a truth that invites you to change the way you live. It
demands that you make a decision. And regardless of the choice you make, you
will never be the same. In this eight-part companion study guide to the
Defining Moments DVD, bestselling author Andy Stanley examines several such
moments as depicted in the lives of people from Scripture—the kinds of
moments many of us will experience in our lifetimes. And if you’re willing
to look at truth honestly, these moments can change your life forever. Story
Behind the Book While working to develop a series that would introduce
people to a new mind-set about the way they live their lives, Andy Stanley
discovered the influence that defining moments have. Now, after teaching
this principle to his staff, church, and through the extended home study
groups of North Point Community Church , this DVD and study guide material
are releasing to a national audience through North Point’s relationship with
Multnomah.
Why Easter Matters Study Guide Jan 30 2020 In this four-session video Bible
study, bestselling author Andy Stanley looks at the lives of several key
people in the Gospels who found their way into the story of Jesus'
crucifixion and resurrection.
Further Faster Leadership Aug 26 2019 Further Faster Leadership distills
the most important lessons Andy Stanley has learned about leadership into 40
"bottom lines," ranging from creating a culture of continual improvement to
building a compelling vision, from leading a team meeting to challenging the
status quo. If you are looking for a way to quickly level-up your leadership
capacity, these 40 principles will do just that. Discussion questions, notes
on application, and exercises are included for both personal and group use.
Principles cover the following topics - and more: Complexity of purpose
Doing what only you can do Creating a culture of continual improvement
Creating world class service Building a compelling vision What it means to
be a preeminent organization Creating a high performance team Challenging
the status quo Lessons from the first 20 years Leading a team meeting The
art of inviting feedback Power of team Leading in uncertain times

Future Family (Groups) Jul 26 2019
Life Rules Study Guide Dec 31 2019 Everything You Need to Know in Life, You
Can Learn Here! When we were in kindergarten, half the fun of living was
breaking the rules without getting caught. In real adult life, however,
there is nothing fun about broken promises, relationships, or hearts. In
this DVD and study guide from North Point Resources, Andy Stanley explains
God’s set of life rules that can improve current relationships and mend
broken ones. Every game requires parameters, and in this lifelong journey
toward heaven, it’s never too late to learn, relearn, and follow the rules
God clearly outlines for His people…because they set you on the course for
success! Winners Play by the Rules In kindergarten, ignoring the rules was a
blast—especially if you could get away with it. But as adults, we understand
that rules are for our protection, and that when we break God’s rules we
cause heartache and broken relationships. Designed for small group or
personal use, this companion study guide to the Life Rules DVD clearly
explains God’s basic set of life rules which, when lived, hold the power to
improve all your relationships. It’s never too late to learn and follow the
parameters God clearly outlines for His people. This study guide is complete
with a leader’s guide and six lessons, including easy-to-do exercises and
discussion questions. Story Behind the Book A new addition to the North
Point Resources brand group from a series taught by Andy Stanley at North
Point Community Church .
The Most Excellent Way to Lead Jul 30 2022 Speakers often use the words
vision, boldness, and influence to describe the characteristics of effective
leaders. Perry Noble, in The Most Excellent Way to Lead, makes the case that
the heart of great leadership lies elsewhere. Perry, despite “winning” the
label “least likely to succeed” in high school, beat the odds against him.
Today, he inspires thirty-five thousand people every weekend to live for
something greater than themselves. He credits this achievement to the
leadership principles he has learned from the Bible. Surprisingly, the
essence of leadership that produces genuine growth is buried in a Bible
chapter often read at weddings. In this groundbreaking book, Perry walks us
through that leadership chapter, describing the fifteen qualities of an
inspirational leader. Whether you are an entrepreneur or a new parent, this
book will encourage you to see every opportunity in life as a chance to lead
in the “most excellent way.”
Nobody's Normal: How Culture Created the Stigma of Mental Illness Jul 18
2021 A compassionate and captivating examination of evolving attitudes
toward mental illness throughout history and the fight to end the stigma.
For centuries, scientists and society cast moral judgments on anyone deemed
mentally ill, confining many to asylums. In Nobody’s Normal, anthropologist
Roy Richard Grinker chronicles the progress and setbacks in the struggle
against mental-illness stigma—from the eighteenth century, through America’s
major wars, and into today’s high-tech economy. Nobody’s Normal argues that
stigma is a social process that can be explained through cultural history, a
process that began the moment we defined mental illness, that we learn from
within our communities, and that we ultimately have the power to change.
Though the legacies of shame and secrecy are still with us today, Grinker
writes that we are at the cusp of ending the marginalization of the mentally
ill. In the twenty-first century, mental illnesses are fast becoming a more

accepted and visible part of human diversity. Grinker infuses the book with
the personal history of his family’s four generations of involvement in
psychiatry, including his grandfather’s analysis with Sigmund Freud, his own
daughter’s experience with autism, and culminating in his research on
neurodiversity. Drawing on cutting-edge science, historical archives, and
cross-cultural research in Africa and Asia, Grinker takes readers on an
international journey to discover the origins of, and variances in, our
cultural response to neurodiversity. Urgent, eye-opening, and ultimately
hopeful, Nobody’s Normal explains how we are transforming mental illness and
offers a path to end the shadow of stigma.
Irresistible Jan 12 2021 Jesus's arrival signaled that the Old Testament
was fulfilled and its laws reduced to a single verb--love--to be applied to
God, neighbor, and enemy. So, what is required if we want to follow Jesus's
example and radically love the people around us? We almost always know the
answer. The hard part is actually doing what love requires.
Communicating for a Change Jun 04 2020 When You Talk, Are People Changed?
Whether you speak from the pulpit, podium, or the front of a classroom, you
don’t need much more than blank stares and faraway looks to tell you you’re
not connecting. Take heart before your audience takes leave! You can convey
your message in the powerful, life-changing way it deserves to be told. An
insightful, entertaining parable that’s an excellent guide for any speaker,
Communicating for a Change takes a simple approach to delivering
effectively. Join Pastor Ray as he discovers that the secrets to successful
speaking are parallel to the lessons a trucker learns on the road. By
knowing your destination before you leave (identifying the one basic premise
of your message), using your blinkers (making transitions obvious), and
implementing five other practical points, you’ll drive your message home
every time! “Long ago, in a galaxy far, far away…” “Once upon a time…” “In
the beginning…” Great stories capture and hold an audience’s attention from
start to finish. Why should it be any different when you stand up to speak?
In Communicating for a Change, Andy Stanley and Lane Jones offer a unique
strategy for communicators seeking to deliver captivating and practical
messages. In this highly creative presentation, the authors unpack seven
concepts that will empower you to engage and impact your audience in a way
that leaves them wanting more. “Whether you are a senior pastor with weekly
teaching responsibilities or a student pastor who has bern charged with
engaging the hearts and minds of high school students, this book is a mustread.” -Bill Hybels, Senior pastor, Willow Creak Community Church “A very
practical resource for every biblical communicator who wants to go from good
to great.” -Ed Young, Senior pastor, Fellowship Church, Grapevine, Texas “To
communicate effectively, you have to connect. Andy has been connecting with
people for years, and now he’s sharing his insights with the rest of us.”
-Jeff Foxworthy, Comedian Story Behind the Book Andy Stanley and Lane Jones
are on staff at one of America ’s largest churches, North Point Community.
Leaders of thousands of people, they regularly speak in front of large
groups. They also listen to numerous speakers and know the disastrous
effects of a poorly delivered message. This book is the result of their
efforts to make public speaking—one of the most common fear-inducing
activities known to mankind—simple, easy, and even enjoyable, so that God’s
messages will readily produce the life-changing results they should.

Choosing to Cheat Aug 19 2021 Let's face it. You just can't fit everything
in. Decide what commitments you can cheat on - and how to truly please God
with your twenty-four hours.
Deep and Wide Apr 14 2021 Includes a Q&A with the author and a team
discussion guide.
Discovering God's Will Study Guide Feb 22 2022 God has a personal vision
for our lives, and He wants us to know it even more than we do. But
determining God’s will can be a difficult process, especially when we need
to make a decision in a hurry. The Discovering God’s Will DVD and its
companion study guide, designed for small groups or personal study, take you
through the important steps of decision making, pursuing God’s will, seeking
counsel from others, learning to use discernment, and understanding the mind
of God through Scripture as you seek His will. The DVD includes 4 complete
sermons and eight 12- to 15-minute group sessions that correspond with the
study guide. The study guide, which includes a leader’s guide, will help
outline the amazing plan God has in mind for your life. How to Make
Decisions with Confidence God has a wonderful and fulfilling vision for your
life. Yet determining God’s will can be a difficult process, especially when
you need to make a decision quickly! Designed for small groups or personal
study, this companion study guide to the Discovering God’s Will DVD will
take you through the important steps of decision making: Pursuing God’s will
Seeking counsel from others Learning to use discernment Understanding the
mind of God through Scripture Includes eight sessions (and a leader’s guide)
that will outline the amazing plan God has for your life. Story Behind the
Book In an effort to focus Multnomah’s mission to equip the church and to
make the "bride" more beautiful, the company developed a relationship with
Andy Stanley and North Point Community Church to publish a selection of the
church’s resources and distribute them to a broader market. Reaching the
church is a strategic goal of Multnomah, and we realize that the emerging
generation needs resources that deliver truth in fresh, new ways. Andy’s
leadership will keep North Point on the edge for a long time to come. North
Point is one of the most influential churches in the nation and their
teaching is already highly sought after. They have a voice for the 20- to
30-something generation. North Point Resources can effectively produce a
vast selection of products (books, CDs, DVDs, multimedia) at a high level of
quality. They share a complementary heart and vision with Multnomah
Publishers, Inc.
Like a Rock Oct 28 2019 Urging people to intentionally pursue character
development, the author presents a step-by-step plan for overcoming the
"negative inertia of this fallen world to move forward toward success."
Creating Community, Revised & Updated Edition Oct 21 2021 Learn how to
foster meaningful, lasting connections within your community, whether faceto-face or online, by creating a small-group culture through a proven fivestep strategy. Now, more than ever, people need community. Though digital
“connections” are skyrocketing in today’s culture, deep relationships are in
steep decline. People are eating out (and on the run) more—and going into an
office less. As evidence of the stress on our social fabric, rates of
loneliness and isolation, along with mental health issues, continue to
climb. Our need for community is clear, and people are turning to churches
to find a place to connect, belong, and grow. You know that a healthy small-

group environment doesn’t just happen. It requires a clear vision, a
thoughtful plan, and an experienced guide. It takes intentional effort to
make it a reality. This book lays out the plan you need, whether your group
is meeting in person or digitally, to intentionally build meaningful,
lasting connections and spiritual growth in your church community.
Starting Point Nov 21 2021 "Starting Point" takes readers on a journey of
discovering the broad arch of God's story and where they fit into the
narrative. This Bible study program is for those who are new to the
Christian faith, simply curious about it, or reexamining it after time away
from church.
Louder Than Words Mar 02 2020 Your character, more than anything else, will
impact how much you accomplish in this life. It is more important than your
talent, your education, your background, or your network of friends. Andy
Stanley helps you chart a course toward becoming a man or woman of
character. You'll discover a definition of character that will inspire you
for a lifetime, the external and internal benefits of strong character, the
six false beliefs behind negative behaviors, and more. Using practical
insights, biblical exposition, and engaging stories, Stanley guides you stepby-step in setting the personal goals that will build the foundation for
true success. The Secret to a Life with No Regrets How important is your
character? It determines everything about you! How much you will accomplish
in life, and whether you are worth knowing. How you will respond to success,
and how you will weather the inevitable storms of life. This is a book about
uncompromised living. It is about choosing every day to be a man or woman of
integrity, a person whose actions speak louder than words. Bestselling
author Andy Stanley challenges you to become what you were meant to be: a
person whose commitment to doing the right thing, whatever the cost, will
inspire others and change your world. Story Behind the Book As a pastor, I
spend a substantial amount of my time with people who are digging themselves
out from personal environmental catastrophes—circumstances that were often
years in the making but “took them by surprise.” Another group of people
have faced, or are facing, storms of life that are not of their own making,
storms created by the character deficits of others—storms that are a natural
part of a fallen world. There, in the midst of unjust treatment and
seemingly undeserved pain, the true character of a man or woman is revealed.
What you see in such moments is what was really there all along. This book
is about change. It’s about the process of taking raw materials and molding
them, shaping them, and refining them into a finished product. Whether you
know it or not, that process is happening in you. Your character, not your
accomplishments or acquisitions, determines your legacy.
Starting Point Sep 07 2020 Welcome to Starting Point—an 8-session
exploration of the Bible's grand story and where you fit into it. Whether
you're new to the Christian family, simply curious about it, or reexamining
what it means to have a relationship with God, you'll appreciate this
conversational small group environment. Starting Point is designed for:
Seekers—those who are curious about God, Jesus, the Bible, or Christianity
Starters—those who have just begun a relationship with Jesus Christ
Returners—those who have some church experience, but have been away for a
while During the eight sessions, you will: Use the Conversation Guide to
reflect on the great themes of the Bible, and journal your thoughts on how

these connect with your life. Watch and listen to the video component each
week in preparation or as part of the discussion. Explore and share what
you're learning with other participants in a conversational environment.
Come as you are and build relationships with others as you embark on this
journey. But don't be intimidated by the subject matter. Ultimately, the
Bible is God's story – an epic narrative about his desire for a relationship
with you. Welcome to the adventure of discovering how the story
started…where it's going…and how you can find your place in it. This pack
contains one conversation guide and one DVD.
Breakaway Study Guide Dec 23 2021 Everywhere You Go, There You Are When you
were young, you were told, “You are special!” and were encouraged to become
anything you wanted. The future held unlimited options. But then life
happened. And now you look around feeling, thinking, looking, and acting
basically the same as the next guy. You can’t help but feel trapped and
hemmed in. Unfortunately, many try to break out of the suffocating sameness
by making the same bad decisions over and over again. This Breakaway DVD and
study guide are designed to renovate your thinking by illustrating four core
beliefs that dictate the decisions shaping the outcome of your life. This
study will help you break out of the crowd and away from bad patterns for
good! Break out of the crowd. None of us sets out to be like everybody else,
but it happens. Life begins to squeeze us into a mold until one day we wake
up feeling trapped and hemmed in. Unfortunately many people think that the
answer is to run away, but they only end up making the same bad decisions
over and over again. So how do you break the cycle and break out of the
crowd? In this six-session companion study guide to the Breakaway DVD, Andy
Stanley will expose you to four core beliefs that have the power to renovate
your thinking and change the trajectory of your life. Intended for use in a
personal study or in small groups, Breakaway will illustrate how our core
beliefs dictate our decisions which dictate the outcomes of our lives. This
study guide is complete with a leader’s guide and six lessons, including
conversation-starting exercises, discussion questions, and application
steps. Story Behind the Book Andy Stanley is the senior pastor of three
North Point Ministries campuses, with a cumulative congregation of more than
twenty thousand. Much of the brokenness he sees in the lives of his
congregants results from the herd mentality that makes them feel completely
blah. He often hears comments like, “Life is just more of the same, only
with more candles on my birthday cake,” and, “Even my problems are the same
as everyone else’s—from dealing with debt to my marital problems. There’s
nothing unique about me.” Culture has shaped and molded the zest out of
life, and this DVD and study guide are designed to open the door to freedom!
Ask It Sep 27 2019 You’ll Never Make a Decision the Same Way Again Should I
take this job? Buy this house? Marry this person? We ask questions every day
about the choices we face. But are we asking the most important question of
all? In Ask It, Andy Stanley identifies the one question that makes it easy
to determine the answer to all other questions. You’ll learn how to make
decisions with confidence simply by applying the question that brings
clarity to life’s most challenging decisions.
Unleash! Nov 02 2022 Why is it that we trust Jesus with our salvation but
never fully trust him with our lives? God longs to unleash his full measure
of power in our lives to fill us with passion and purpose. But too often the

things of our past—fear, anger, bitterness, worry and doubt—hold us back.
Rather than focusing on the reality of who Christ is and what he has done
for us, we allow ourselves to be identified by all the things we aren’t. But
we are not who our past says we are, and we are not who the enemy says we
are. We are who God and his Word say that we are. Pastor Perry Noble
challenges all followers of Christ to make a bold move by fully embracing
the exciting adventure God has called us to. Are you ready to unleash all
the life he has created you to live? Join Perry on this journey as he digs
into the major barriers holding people back and shows how Jesus calls and
equips his followers to experience a life most of us never dreamed possible.
The Best Question Ever May 04 2020 Tired of living with regrets? Here's a
revolutionary way to make decisions - in the form of one, simple, lifechanging question.
Next Generation Leader Nov 29 2019 Follow Your Own Lead! The Next
Generation Leader has been challenging young Christians eager to learn,
grow, and lead in ministry or in the marketplace since its original release
in 2003. Now with an all-new look, this repackaged version continues to
advance the mission of the first release. Mentoring young leaders as they
face the unique issues of a changing world has been pastor and bestselling
author Andy Stanley’s passion for more than a decade. Here he shares
material from his leadership training sessions, developed to address
essential leadership qualities such as character, clarity, courage, and
competency. This is the perfect guide for any new leader—or for the mentor
of a future leader! Straight Talk to Tomorrow’s Leaders Five characteristics
mark the man or woman who will shape the future. -Courage -Clarity
-Competence -Coachability -Character Drawing on two decades of experience
mentoring a rising generation, seasoned visionary Andy Stanley shows how to:
-Discover and play to your strengths -Harness your fears -Leverage
uncertainty -Enlist a leadership coach -Maintain moral authority “Capable
men and women will eventually catch, pass, and replace the current
generation of leaders,” says Stanley. “Embracing these essentials, you will
not only excel in your personal leadership, but also ensure a no-regrets
experience for those who choose to follow you.” “ Andy Stanley ’s The Next
Generation Leader will equip the messengers to stand a little taller with a
vision of hope and promise as they engraft these timeless principles into
their daily lives.” —Dan T. Cathy, president and CEO, Chick-Fil-A
Corporation “It’s obvious that what Andy Stanley has to say in The Next
Generation Leader comes straight from the gut of someone who is in the
leadership game and is winning at it.” —Bill Hybels, senior pastor, Willow
Creek Community Church “ Andy Stanley offers a fresh perspective on ageless
truths that will be of enormous benefit to today’s leaders and to future
generations.” —Patrick S. Flood, chairman and CEO, HomeBanc Mortgage
Corporation Story Behind the Book Andy Stanley, the senior pastor of the
North Point Ministries campuses with a cumulative congregation of more than
twenty thousand, admits he has one single, core passion. He lives to train
and mentor young leaders to be the best they can be! He sees the “next gen”
need for quality Christian resources on leadership and wrote this book
entrenched in leadership himself, desiring to guide the up-and-coming young
men and women who will shape our future.
Go Fish Study Guide Aug 07 2020 Tell Faith-Filled Fish Tales Fishing

stories. We’ve all heard them. “It was this big.” “You should have seen the
one that got away.” People love to tell stories of their fishing adventures.
When it comes to faith, however, most people clam up. Why is it we can’t
talk about what God has done in our lives as naturally as we can spin
fishing tales? In this six-session companion study guide to the Go Fish DVD,
Andy Stanley explores the motivation behind sharing our faith. Discover
God’s heart for those who don’t know Him and the role that we can play in
introducing others to Him. Along the way you will be equipped with tools
that will help you make sharing your faith a natural part of your life. This
study guide is complete with a leader’s guide and six lessons, including
conversation-starting exercises, discussion questions, and application
steps. Story Behind the Book Andy Stanley, senior pastor of three North
Point Ministries campuses, with a cumulative congregation of more than
twenty thousand, has had countless conversations with everyday Christians
who struggle to share their faith with confidence and ease. Though not
everyone has “the gift,” evangelism is something we’re each called to. This
curriculum was designed to take the fear out of sharing the good news of
Christ, and to help you talk about it as naturally as you would that
exciting fishing trip last weekend!
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